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Reviewer's report:

The authors sufficiently answered to all comments, and the manuscript is suitable for publication in its current form. I appreciate authors additional efforts to improve their immunohistochemistry results and its description. During the manuscript proofing please add "Excised post-surgery material specimens were embedded…" -> "Excised post-surgery material specimens were fixed with (name and concentration of fixative, how long samples were fixed and at what temperature i.e. 10% formalin in phosphate buffer saline (source of fixative), for 12 hours at 4C) and then embedded…"

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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